Abstract. A method for the initialisation step of clustering algorithms is presented. It is based on the concept of cluster as a high density region of points. The search space is modelled as a set of d-dimensional cells. A sample of points is chosen and located into the appropriate cells. Cells are iteratively split as the number of points they receive increases. The regions of the search space having a higher density of points are considered good candidates to contain the true centers of the clusters. Preliminary experimental results show the good quality of the estimated centroids with respect to the random choice of points. The accuracy of the clusters obtained by running the K-Means algorithm with the two di erent initialisation techniques -random starting centers chosen uniformly on the datasets and centers found by our method -is evaluated and the better outcome of the K-Means by using our initialisation method is shown.
Introduction
Clustering is a data analysis unsupervised technique which searches to separate data items (objects), having similar characteristics, in constituent groups. The importance of this technique has been recognized in diverse elds such as sociology, biology, statistics, arti cial intelligence and information retrieval. In the last few years clustering has been identi ed as one of the main data mining tasks 7] . Many of the proposed de nitions of what constitutes a cluster are based on the concepts of similarity and distance among the objects. A more general approach consists in considering a data item as a point in a d-dimensional space, with each of the d variables being represented by one of the axes of this space.
The variable values of each data item thus de ne a d-dimensional coordinate in this space. Clusters can be described as continuous regions of this space with a relatively high density of points, separated from other clusters by regions with a relatively low density of points. Clusters described in this way directly re ect the process we use to detect clusters visually in two or three dimensions and lead to see clustering as a density estimation problem. Density estimation has been addressed in statistics and has been recognized as a challenging problem 14].
Several approaches have been de ned for data clustering. Among them the partitioning methods produce a partition of a set of objects into K clusters, where the number K of groups is given a priori. The performance of these methods is strongly in uenced by the choice of the initial clusters. The nearer are the initial starting points to the true centers of the clusters, the better is the quality of the clustering and the convergence of the method is accelerated.
In this paper a divisive method for the initialisation step of clustering algorithms is presented. The method provides an estimation of the centroids of clusters. It is based on the concept of cluster as a high density region of points and on the intuition that subsampling the data will naturally bias the sample to representatives near the more dense regions 3, 8] . The search space is modelled as a set of d-dimensional cells. A sample of points is chosen and located into the appropriate cells. Cells are iteratively split as the number of points assigned to them increases. In such a way the attention is focused on those regions of the search space having a higher density of points and, thus, candidates to contain the true centers of the clusters. Preliminary experimental results show the good quality of the estimated centroids with respect to random choice of points. Furthermore, the accuracy of the clusters obtained by running the K-Means algorithm with the two di erent initialisations -random starting centers chosen uniformly on the datasets and centers found by our method -is evaluated. The results point out the better performances of K-Means when estimated centroids are provided by our method.
The paper is organized as follows: section 2 gives a brief survey of clustering methods; section 3 presents our divisive method to estimate centroids; section 4 shows the e ectiveness of the proposed approach on a set of synthetic data.
Background and related work
Several algorithms for clustering data have been proposed 1,5,11,13,15]. In 10] an extensive overview of clustering algorithms is presented. One of the approaches to clustering is the partitional approach. A partitional clustering algorithm produces a partition of a set of objects into K clusters by optimizing a criterion function. Most of these approaches assume that the number K of groups has been given a priori. They can be formulated as three main steps: 1) initialisation of clusters, 2)allocation of the objects to clusters, 3) reallocation of objects to other clusters after the initial grouping process has been completed. The di erences between the methods mainly lie in (1) and (3). The techniques for initialisation of clusters nd K points in the d-dimensional space and use them as initial estimates of cluster centers. The choice of these points is an important aspect of this approach since it strongly biases the performances of the methods 10]. Among the partitioning methods, the direct K-Means clustering 12,1] is a well-known and e ective method for many practical applications. In the direct K-Means clustering the n data points must be partitioned into C 1 ; : : :; C k clusters, where each cluster C j contains n j data points and each data point belongs to only one cluster. The criterion function adopted in this tecnhique is the squared error criterion. The centroid of the cluster C j is de ned as the mean of the objects it contains. The square-error e 2 j of each partition C j is the sum of the squared Euclidean distances between each data point in C j and its centroid. The square-error of the partition is the sum of the square errors of all partitions E = P K j=1 e 2 j . The smaller the error, the better is the quality of the partitioning. The direct K-Means algorithm starts by randomly choosing the initial centroids and then by assigning each data point to the cluster C j with the nearest centroid. The new centroids and the square-error E are computed and the method stops either when E does not change signi cantly or no movement of points from one cluster to another occurs. A good choice of the initial centroids, su ciently near to the actual centroids, can drastically reduce the number of steps needed by the K-Means to converge and can avoid the problem of empty clusters due to the choice of starting points far from the centroids.
In literature there are few proposals on initialisation methods 6,2, 3, 8] . The most recent is the one proposed by Bradley and Fayyad in 3] where they present an algorithm for re ning an initial starting condition. The method chooses a given number of subsamples from the dataset and groups them by using the KMeans. Each subsample gives a solution CM i . The set of such solutions is then clustered via the K-Means initialised with CM i giving a solution FM i . Finally, the FM i having the minimal squared error is chosen as the re ned initial point.
In the next section we present an initialisation method which, analogously to 3] works on a sample of data, but exploits the concept of density to focus attention on those parts of the search space that contain a high frequency count of the sampled points. These parts are iteratively divided into smaller subparts and assumed as possible candidates to contain the true centers.
The method
We now present a general method for providing a good estimation of the centroids of clusters for clustering algorithms. The method exploits the concept of density in the search space, by focusing the attention on those regions having a high density in the data points.
Given Figure 1 . The sets C i ; i = 1; : : :; J are then considered for possible fusion of points that could be representatives of the same cluster. The function findCentroids at the beginning assigns to each cell a level of splitting equal to zero. This level is incremented by one, every F point read, only for the subcells generated by splitting the cell that received the highest number of points. A graphical view of the iterative splitting of the dataset DS2 (described in the next section) with one subsample is shown in Figure 2 . It is worth noting that regions not containing points from the subsample are completely ignored during the division process. In fact, since no point from the subsample has been located in these regions, they will never be considered for the division process. The points belonging to S i are located in the appropriate subcell and when all the sample of points has been considered, the cells having a splitting level equal to maxlevel or maxlevel -1 are selected and the mean points of the points they contain are computed. These mean points are considered as possible representatives of clusters. 
Experimental Results
The goal of the experiments was to evaluate the quality of the centroids estimated by our method with respect to the actual centers of two synthetic datasets, DS1 and DS2, described in 15]. Both datasets consists of K clusters of 2-dimensional data points. DS1 has the grid pattern and its centers are placed on a p K p K grid. DS2 has the sine pattern and places the cluster centers on a curve of the sine function. Both DS1 and DS2 are constituted by 100000 data points grouped in 100 clusters. The size of the random subsamples we used was 1% of the full dataset and the number of subsampling was taken to be 10. The rst set of experiments evaluated the closeness of the centroids estimated by the Divisive algorithm to the true centers of the synthetic data. Figures 3 draws the actual (identi ed with the symbol X), estimated (with +) and random centers (with *) for DS1. As the gure show, the centroids computed by our method are very near to the true centers. Next, we run the K-Means algorithm with two di erent initialisations: random starting centers chosen uniformly on the datasets and centers found by the Divisive Initialisation algorithm. Figure 4 visualizes the clusters obtained at the rst step with random start and with estimated centers for the dataset DS1 and the same clusters after 10 steps.
Comparing these results with the actual clusters, we can observe that: (1) the location of centers by using the random initialisation is far away from the true location, whether the location of the estimated centers is very close to the actual one; (2) the number of points contained in the clusters can remarkably be di erent from the actual number as regard the random start; for the estimated centers, on the contrary, only few clusters move away from them. The same results have been obtained for DS2, but they have been omitted due to the lack of space. Finally, table 1 shows, for the rst ve iterations and then for 10th, 20th and 30th iterations, the square-error E and the di erence with the square error E 0 of the previous step, for both the datasets DS1 and DS2, when the K-Means is initialised by our method and by a random choice of the centers. The value of the column reduc compares the reduction of the square-error E for the K-Means initialised with respect to a random start.
Conclusions and Future Work
Initialisation methods that estimate the rst values of centers of clusters can play an important role in supporting clustering algorithms to accurately and e ciently identify groups of items in large data sets. Preliminary results on two synthetic datasets showed the good quality of the estimated centers. Further work, however, is still necessary to assess the e ectiveness of our method. A comparison of our approach with that of Bradley and Fayyad, by using their synthetic data, need to be done and the application on real world data is to be performed. 
